SQL injection attacks, a class of injection flaw in which specially crafted input strings leads to illegal queries to databases, are one of the topmost threats to web applications. A Number of research prototypes and commercial products that maintain the queries structure in web applications have been developed. But these techniques either fail to address the full scope of the problem or have limitations. Based on our observation that the injected string in a SQL injection attack is interpreted differently on different databases. A characteristic diagnostic feature of SQL injection attacks is that they change the intended structure of queries issued. Pattern matching is a technique that can be used to identify or detect any anomaly packet from a sequential action. Injection attack is a method that can inject any kind of malicious string or anomaly string on the original string. Most of the pattern based techniques are used static analysis and patterns are generated from the attacked statements. In this paper, we proposed a detection and prevention technique for preventing SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) using Aho-Corasick pattern matching algorithm. In this paper, we proposed an overview of the architecture. In the initial stage evaluation, we consider some sample of standard attack patterns and it shows that the proposed algorithm is works well against the SQL Injection Attack.
SQL injection attacks, a class of injection flaw in which specially crafted input strings leads to illegal queries to databases, are one of the topmost threats to web applications. A Number of research prototypes and commercial products that maintain the queries structure in web applications have been developed. But these techniques either fail to address the full scope of the problem or have limitations. Based on our observation that the injected string in a SQL injection attack is interpreted differently on different databases. A characteristic diagnostic feature of SQL injection attacks is that they change the intended structure of queries issued. Pattern matching is a technique that can be used to identify or detect any anomaly packet from a sequential action. Injection attack is a method that can inject any kind of malicious string or anomaly string on the original string. Most of the pattern based techniques are used static analysis and patterns are generated from the attacked statements. In this paper, we proposed a detection and prevention technique for preventing SQL Injection Attack (SQLIA) using Aho-Corasick pattern matching algorithm. In this paper, we proposed an overview of the architecture. In the initial stage evaluation, we consider some sample of standard attack patterns and it shows that the proposed algorithm is works well against the SQL Injection Attack. This is the normal case and if any rows are selected by the query, the user is allowed to log in. Now, will see attacker scenario That is an attacker wants to log in without correct username and password. Instead of entering valid username if he uses injection string like "hacker' OR '1'='1'-" as username and "something" as password, the query formed will be like this:
Select * from login where user='hacker' or '1'='1' -' and pass='something'
When this query is executed in the database, it will always return a true and the authentication will succeed.
II. RELATED WORK
Although web application can be 
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
In this section, we introduce an efficient algorithm for detecting and preventing 
Static Phase
Step 1: User generated SQL Query is send to the proposed Static Pattern Matching Algorithm
Step 2: The Static Pattern Matching
Algorithm is given in Pseudo Code is given below
Step 
Dynamic Phase
Step 1: Otherwise, Anomaly Score value is calculated for the user generated SQL Query, If the Anomaly Score value is more then the Threshold value, then a Alarm is given and Query will be pass to the Administrator.
Step 2 (assume that 50%), then the query will be transfer to the Administrator.
B. Pattern Matching Algorithm
In the proposed architecture, Static
Pattern Matching Algorithm is the main part and the pseudo code for the Algorithm is given below,
C. Aho-Corasick Algorithm
There are many approaches to recognizing patterns that involve using finite automata. The Aho-Corasick algorithm is one such classic algorithm.
The idea is that a finite automaton is The sample of Query generation is given in figure 2 and the process of pattern matching for the user generated query in given in Figure 3 and Figure 4 
